**NOTES:**

1. **FINISH:**
   - 1.1. PRIMER 1-3COAT PER HL-FLAT #5 ORDER, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED ON SALES ORDER.
   - 1.2. PRIMER FOR SALES ORDER.
   - 1.3. Primer and Paint Unit in Retracted Position.

2. **SHADES FOR 1/16 INCH BORE HOLE:+**
   - 2.1. SHADE RING AND DRILLED HOLE: SHADY CONTACT PORTION OF HOLE WITH SUFFICIENT 3/32 INCH TO ADJUST.
   - 2.2. SHADE RING AND DRILLED HOLE:

3. **PLATING:**
   - 3.1. ALL EXHIBITED HARDWARE REQUIRES ZINC PLATE FOR SAE 8-300-85, RS/4/26 (20000 THM), TYPE B (CLOVER).